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INTRODUCTION

This Catalogue contains the list of courses offered to the Graduate Students in Mathematical Sciences for the year 2020-2021.

The courses in this Catalogue are of two types.

1. Courses offered by the Graduate School. This offer includes courses taught by internationally recognized external researchers. Since these courses might be not offered again in the near future, we emphasize the importance for all graduate students to follow them.

2. Some courses selected from those offered by the Graduate School in Information Engineering of the University of Padova, by the Master in Mathematics, and by other institutions, that we consider of potential interest for the students in Mathematics.

We underline the importance for all students to follow courses, with the goal of broadening their culture in Mathematics, as well as developing their knowledge in their own area of interest.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

Within the first two years of enrollment (a half of these requirements must be fulfilled within the first year) all students are required to follow and pass the exam of

- at least 2 among the courses called "Courses of the Doctoral Program" in this catalogue;
- other courses for a total commitment of at least 56 additional hours;
- at least one activity on soft skills.

Students are warmly encouraged to take more courses than the minimum required by these rules, and to commit themselves to follow regularly these courses. At the end of each course the teacher will inform the Coordinator and the Secretary on the activities of the course and of the registered students.

Students must register to all courses of the Graduate School that they want to attend, independently of their intention to take the exam or not. We recommend to register as early as possible: the Graduate School may cancel a course if the number of registered students is too low. If necessary, the registration to a Course may be canceled.

Courses for Master of Science in "Mathematics"

Students have the possibility to attend some courses of the Master of Science in Mathematics and get credits for the mandatory 56 hours. The recommendation of these courses must be made by the Supervisor and the amount of credits is decided by the Executive Board.

Courses attended in other Institutions.

Students are allowed to attend Ph.D. courses offered by PhD Programs of other Universities or in Summer Schools, or other series of lectures devoted to young researchers and with a suitable form of final exam. Acquisition of credits will be subject to approval of the Executive Board.

Seminars

All students must attend the Colloquia of the Department and participate in the Graduate Seminar ("Seminario Dottorato"). They are also encouraged to attend the seminars of their research group.
HOW TO REGISTER AND UNREGISTER TO COURSES

The registration to a Course must be done online. Students can access the online registration form on the website of the Doctoral Course http://dottorato.math.unipd.it/ (select the link Courses Registration), or directly at the address http://dottorato.math.unipd.it/registration/.

In order to register, fill the registration form with all required data, and validate with the command “Register”. The system will send a confirmation email message to the address indicated in the registration form; please save this message, as it will be needed in case of cancellation.

Registration to a course implies the commitment to follow the course.

Requests of cancellation to a course must be submitted in a timely manner, and at least one month before the course (except for courses that begin in October and November) using the link indicated in the confirmation email message.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPANTS NOT ENROLLED IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

The courses in this catalogue, although part of activities of the Graduate School in Mathematics, are open to all students, graduate students, researchers of this and other Universities.

For reasons of organization, external participants are required to communicate their intention (loretta.dallacosta@unipd.it) to take a course at least two months before its starting date if the course is scheduled in January 2021 or later, and as soon as possible for courses that take place until December 2020.

In order to register, follow the procedure described in the preceding paragraph. Possible cancellation to courses must also be notified.
Courses of the Doctoral Program

1. Prof. Giorgia Callegaro, Dott. Marco Formentin, Prof. Tiziano Vargiolu
   Numerical Methods in Probability  
   **DP-1**

2. Prof. Francesco Fassó
   Lie Groups and Symmetry  
   **DP-3**

3. Prof. Alfio Quarteroni, Prof. Luca Dedé, Prof. Christian Vergara
   Mathematical and Numerical Modelling of the Human Cardiovascular System  
   **DP-4**

4. Prof. Franco Rampazzo
   An introduction to Optimal Control Theory  
   **DP-6**

5. Prof. Orsola Tommasi
   Introduction to moduli spaces  
   **DP-7**

Courses of the “Mathematics” area

1. Prof. Andrei Agrachev, Prof. Davide Barilari
   Introduction to Subriemannian Geometry  
   **M-1**

2. Prof. Fabio Ancona, Prof. Massimiliano D. Rosini
   Introduction to Hyperbolic Conservation Laws  
   **M-2**

3. Prof. Moreno Andreatta, Prof. Emmanuel Amiot, D.ssa Greta Lanzarotto
   Mathematics and Music: algebraic, categorical and Computational Methods in the Maths/Music Research (Part 1)  
   **M-3**

4. Prof. Franck Jedrzejewski, Prof. Thomas Noll, Prof. Alexandre Popoff
   Mathematics and Music: Algebraic, Categorical and Computational Methods in the Maths/Mmusic Research (Part 2)  
   **M-5**

5. Prof. Giovanna Carnovale, Dott. Lleonard Rubio y Degrassi, Dott. Francesco Esposito
   Nichols algebras  
   **M-7**

6. Dr. Marco A. Cirant, Dr. Alessandro Goffi
   Regularity theory for parabolic equations  
   **M-9**

7. Prof. Piero D’Ancona
   Introduction to Dispersive Equations  
   **M-10**

8. Dr. Martino Garonzi
   Maximal subgroups of the symmetric group  
   **M-11**

9. Prof. Alexey Karapetyants
   Spaces and operators in complex analysis  
   **M-12**
10. Remke Kloosterman  
Rational points on varieties \hspace{2cm} M-13

11. Prof. Franz-Viktor Kuhlmann  
The Theory of the Defect and its Application to the Problem of Local Uniformization \hspace{2cm} M-14

12. Prof. Marco Mazzucchelli  
Introduction to Floer Homology \hspace{2cm} M-15

13. Prof. Vincenzo Vespri  
Campanato Spaces and their Application to Regularity of Solutions to PDEs \hspace{2cm} M-17

14. Prof. Richad Vinter  
Dynamic Optimization \hspace{2cm} M-18

Courses of the “Computational Mathematics” area

1. Prof. Turgay Bayraktar  
Pluri-Potential Theory and Zeros of Random Polynomials \hspace{2cm} MC-1

2. Prof. Immanuel Bomze  
Conic, especially copositive optimization \hspace{2cm} MC-2

3. Prof. Alessandra Buratto  
Introduction to differential games \hspace{2cm} MC-3

4. Prof. Oleg Davydov  
Mesh1ess Finite Difference Methods \hspace{2cm} MC-4

5. Prof. Massimo Fornasier  
Consensus based optimization on manifolds \hspace{2cm} MC-5

6. Prof. Antoine Jacquier  
A smooth tour around rough models in finance (From data to stochastics to machine learning) \hspace{2cm} MC-7

7. Prof. Sergei Levendorskii  
Fourier-Laplace Transform and Wiener-Hopf Factorization in Finance, Economics and Insurance \hspace{2cm} MC-8

Courses offered within the Masters’s Degree in Mathematics

1. Offered Courses \hspace{2cm} MD-1
Courses of the Doctoral Program
Numerical Methods in Probability

Proff. Giorgia Callegaro, Marco Formentin, Tiziano Vargiolu

University of Padova
Department of Mathematics
Emails: formen@math.unipd.it, gcallega@math.unipd.it, vargiolu@math.unipd.it

Timetable: 24 hrs. All lectures in Torre Archimede, Room 1AB/45.
Lectures from Monday, November 9, h. 14.30–16.30, every Monday and Tuesday

Course requirements: A previous knowledge of basic probability theory is required. Knowledge of Itô stochastic calculus could help for the advanced parts of the course, but during the course the basic concepts will be introduced for the understanding of the presented numerical methods.

Examination and grading: Seminar.

SSD: MAT/06 Probability and Mathematical Statistics

Course contents:
The course will present the most used numerical methods used in probability for the computation of quantities like $\mathbb{E}[f(X)]$, where $f$ is a deterministic function and $X$ is a random variable of known or unknown distribution, in growing complexity. With increasing difficulty, we will pass from the basic case when $X$ is a given random variable with known distribution, to the case when $X$ is a discrete time Markov chain, and finally to the case when $X$ is a diffusion process. These latter objects will be gently introduced for those not acquainted to them. During the course, we will discuss the effectiveness of the various methods, depending on the dimension of the state space and of the complexity of the problem.

Monte-Carlo methods (10h): (Prof. Tiziano Vargiolu)
1. The basic idea: Monte Carlo estimators for the mean and for the error. Variance reduction techniques: control variates, antithetic variates, stratification, importance sampling
2. Definition and examples of Markov chains and of transition kernels.

Tree methods (2h): (Prof. Tiziano Vargiolu)
1. Tree methods for diffusion processes.

Quantization techniques (6h): (Prof. Giorgia Callegaro)
1. Introduction to quantization: when, why and how? Examples of discretization of a random variable.
2. Quantization of a stochastic process: recursive marginal quantization.
3. Functional quantization: discretizing a Gaussian process.

**Rare-event simulation (6h): (Prof. Marco Formentin)**

1. Rare event simulation design.
2. Importance sampling and large deviation theory.
3. Importance sampling technique for Markov chains.
4. Rare events in multiplicative Markov models.
Lie Groups and Symmetry

Francesco Fassó

Dipartimento di Matematica, Università di Padova
Email: fasso@math.unipd.it

Timetable: 24 hrs. First lecture on Oct 13, 2020, 11:00 (dates already fixed, see calendar), Torre Archimede, Room 1BC/45.

Course requirements: (very) basic knowledge in differential geometry. The course is addressed to all students.

Examination and grading: oral examination on the topics covered during the course

SSD: MAT/

Aim: The course aims at providing an introduction to the theory of Lie groups and their actions, which is a topic of broad interest but almost completely absent from the courses of our Laurea Magistrale. After covering the fundamentals of the subject, the course will provide some examples of use of Lie groups in the study of ODE with symmetry.

Course contents:
Synopsis: Lie groups and their differential—and group—structure (left and right trivializations, Lie algebra of a Lie group, exponential map, maximal tori, (co)adjoint action, structure of compact Lie groups). The classical matrix groups and their properties. Differentiable actions of Lie groups on manifolds, quotient spaces (for proper actions), invariant vector fields. Reduction of invariant vector fields. Applications to ODEs with symmetry (reduction and reconstruction; integrability).

References
3. T. Bröcker and T. tom Dieck, Representations of compact Lie groups. (Springer 1985)
Mathematical and Numerical Modelling of the Human Cardiovascular System.

Prof. Alfio Quarteroni\textsuperscript{1}, Prof. Luca Dedé\textsuperscript{2}, Prof. Christian Vergara\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1}Politecnico di Milano, Italia
Email: alfio.quarteroni@epfl.ch
\textsuperscript{2}Politecnico di Milano, Italia
Email: luca.dede@polimi.it
\textsuperscript{3}Politecnico di Milano, Italia
Email: christian.vergara@polimi.it

Timetable: 24 hrs. First lecture on February 8, 2021, 14:30, Torre Archimede, Room 1BC/45.

Course requirements:

SSD:

Aim: This course aims at introducing the foundations of mathematical and numerical models of the human cardiovascular system. We address the modeling of both the vascular circulation and the cardiac function. Regarding the vascular circulation, the focus is on the modeling of the arterial and venous systems blood dynamics, the wall mechanics and their interaction. As for the cardiac function, the modeling of the main core functionalities like electro-physiology, active and passive mechanics, blood dynamics and valve dynamics will be considered, together with their coupling. This yields a coupled system of time-dependent, nonlinear partial differential equations of multiscale nature. The choice of accurate and stable numerical methods will be discussed, together with the proposition of efficient algebraic solvers for large-scale computation. Several applications of clinical relevance will be presented.

Course contents:

1. Introduction: why mathematical modeling, example of clinical applications, basis of physiology
2. Introduction to computational fluid-dynamics and solid mechanics.
3. Fluid-structure interaction: models and numerics
4. Geometric Multiscale approach for the cardiovascular system
5. Electrical activity of the heart: models and numerics
6. Electro-mechanical activity: models and numerics
7. Modeling the cardiac valve dynamics
8. Numerical solution of cardiac fluid-dynamics and heart integration

Bibliography

An Introduction to Optimal Control Theory  
(Analysis, Geometry, and Applications)

Franco Rampazzo$^1$

$^1$Dipartimento di Matematica “Tullio Levi-Civita”, Università di Padova  
Email: rampazzo@math.unipd.it

Timetable: hrs. 2020, Torre Archimede, Room 2BC/30.

Course requirements: Basic mathematical analysis, elementary knowledge of Lebesgue integrals, like Lusin theorem and Lebesgue theorem on quasi-continuity. Other prerequisites –for instance, Brower fixed point theorem, absolutely continuous maps, differential manifolds– will be reviewed during the course.

Examination and grading: The final exams will consists either of a standard oral questioning on the main parts of the program or of a shortened recognition of the program together with the dissertation on a research paper previously studied by the student.

SSD: MAT/05

Aim: The simple, topological idea of set separation lies behind various kinds of known results for controlled variational problems. Putting this idea together with properties of ordinary differential equation one is able to deduce various results in Optimal Control Theory, which in turn give crucial information for problems in Calculus of Variations, Differential Geometry, and Mechanics. Time permitting, I will also mention connections with characteristics theory for Hamilton-Jacobi equations. The course is ideally intended for students in Mathematical Analysis, Differential Geometry or Mechanics, but also people from engineering disciplines, physics, or economics might be interested in its contents.

Course contents:

1. Brower fixed point theorem and a parameterized version of Banach-Caccioppoli theorem. A directional open mapping theorem with low regularity. Set separation and cone transversality.

2. Review of ODE’s with vector fields measurable in time: local and global existence, uniqueness, continuity and differentiability with respect to initial conditions. ODE’s on differential manifolds.

3. An abstract constrained minimum problem.

4. The Pontryagin Maximum Principle (PMP) with bounded or unbounded velocities and end-point constraints. The time-optimal problem and geodesics for Riemannian and sub-Riemannian metrics.


6. Elements of Hamilton-Jacobi PDE’s: characteristics, viscosity solutions.

DP-6
An Introduction to moduli spaces

Prof. Orsola Tommasi

1Dipartimento di Matematica “Tullio Levi-Civita”, Università di Padova
Email: tommasi@math.unipd.it

Timetable: hrs. 24. First lecture on December 2, 2020, 11:00 (dates already fixed, see calendar), Torre Archimede, Room 1BC/45.

Course requirements: Basic notions of geometry, as provided by a Mathematics degree. This course is open to any PhD student. Depending on the students’ background, I will include a review of useful notions from geometry and topology.

Examination and grading:

SSD: MAT/02

Aim:

Course contents:

A moduli space is a space parametrizing all possible objects of a certain fixed type. A classical example is the following: let us fix a compact oriented surface $\Sigma$. Then the space of all possible complex structures on $\Sigma$ is the moduli space $M$ of genus $g$ Riemann surfaces, where $g$ is the topological genus of $\Sigma$. By construction, the points of $M_g$ correspond to the isomorphism classes of Riemann surfaces of genus $g$. This kind of construction generalizes to many other classification problems. In good cases, moduli spaces will turn out to be complex manifolds or varieties. However, in most cases the moduli space will not be truly a manifold, but rather a mild generalization of it, called an orbifold. Although the construction of moduli spaces originates in algebraic geometry, moduli spaces themselves are of interest also in other areas of mathematics, such as other areas of geometry, topology, group theory, analysis and mathematical physics. In this course, I would like to present the basic ideas and formalism underlying the concept of moduli space, along with some main examples of interdisciplinary interest. Besides the moduli space of Riemann surfaces, interesting examples with applications in different fields include:

- mirror symmetry, a construction from theoretical physics that predicts that there exist pairs of topological spaces $(X; X^*)$ such that the moduli space of complex structures on $X$ is isomorphic to the moduli space of symplectic structures on $X^*$, and vice versa;
- modular curves in number theory, which are moduli spaces parametrizing elliptic curves with additional structures.

References: (tentative list)


Courses of the “Mathematics” area
Sub-Riemannian Geometry

Prof. Andrei Agrachev\textsuperscript{1}, Prof. Davide Barilari\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1}Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati (SISSA), Trieste
Email: agrachev@sissa.it
\textsuperscript{2}Dipartimento di Matematica "Tullio Levi-Civita", Università di Padova
Email: barilari@math.unipd.it

Timetable: 16-20 hrs., 2020, Torre Archimede, Room 2BC/30.

Course requirements: basic differential geometry

Examination and grading:

SSD: MAT/05

Aim: Sub-Riemannian geometry is the geometry of a world with nonholonomic constraints. In such a world, one can move, send and receive information only in certain admissible directions but eventually one can reach every position from any other. In the last two decades sub-Riemannian geometry has emerged as an independent research domain impacting on several areas of pure and applied mathematics, with applications to many areas such as quantum control, image reconstructions, robotics and PDEs.

The fist part of the course is mainly an introduction to the subject towards theory and examples coming from applications such as mechanics. The second part focuses on more advanced questions, providing students to recent progress in the field and open questions.

Course contents:

Part 1

Part 2
The second part will focus on different questions around abnormal extremal and length-minimizers, with discussions on recent advances and open questions.

References:
Introduction to Hyperbolic Conservation Laws

Prof. Fabio Ancona¹, Prof. Massimiliano Daniele Rosini²

¹Dipartimento di Matematica, Università di Padova
Email: ancona@math.unipd.it

²Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica, Università di Ferrara
Email: massimilianodaniele.rosini@unife.it

Timetable: 16 hrs. Torre Archimede, Room 2BC/30.

Course requirements: very basic notions of ODE and PDE theory

Examination and grading: seminar

SSD: MAT/05 - Mathematical Analysis

Aim: the course aims at providing an introduction to:
- fundamental features of the theory of hyperbolic conservation laws in one space variable;
- topics in recent research on traffic flow models and networks for this class of first order non-linear PDEs.

The course shall be of particular interest for students in Mathematical Analysis, Mathematical Physics, Numerical Analysis, especially if interested in fluid dynamics models.

Course contents:

Part 1

Part 2
Conservation laws with discontinuous flux and with point constraints. Analysis of traffic flow models via vanishing viscosity and many particle approximations (micro-macro limit).

References:

- C.M.Dafermos, Hyperbolic Conservation Laws in Continuum Physics, Fourth, ed. Springer Verlag.
Mathematics and Music: algebraic, categorical and computational methods in the maths/music research (Part 1)

Moreno Andreatta¹, Emmanuel Amiot², Greta Lanzarotto³

¹CNRS-IRMA-Université de Strasbourg, France
Email: andreatta@math.unistra.fr

²Laboratoire de Mathématiques, Physique, et Informatique, Université de Perpignan, France
Email: manu.amiot@free.fr

³PhD student, University of Milano-Bicocca - Université de Strasbourg
Email: g.lanzarotto@campus.unimib.it

Timetable: 18 hrs., (Calendar to be announced)

Course requirements: Basics of Algebra and Geometry.

Examination and grading:

SSD: MAT/02, MAT/03.

Aim: Despite a long historical relationship between mathematics and music, the interest of mathematicians for Music Theory is a recent phenomenon. The aim of this doctoral course on mathematics and music is to give a structural multidisciplinary approach into computational musicology making use of advanced mathematical tools. It is based on the interplay between different mathematical disciplines: algebra, topology and category theory. New results and perspectives are possible on important challenges such as revealing through suitable mathematical tools musical properties, studying the computational aspects of musical processes, preparing the automatic classification of musical styles.

Course contents: The first part of the course provides an introduction of the most active research axes in contemporary ’mathemusical’ research by focusing on the SMIR project, a multidisciplinary research project based at IRMA (Institut de Recherche Mathématique Avancée) and carried on in collaboration with the Music Representation Team at IRCAM (Paris) and many researchers belonging to the international Society of Mathematics and Computation in Music (SMCM). After a survey on a panoply of research topics, special emphasis will be given to the topological representation and algebraic formalisation of different harmonic music spaces (the Generalized Tonnetze). Discrete Fourier Transform on algebraic structures will be used in order to provide computational tools for the study of chords, scales, rhythms and other musical parameters. The course will also include a special focus on tiling problems music composition and their link with Fuglede Spectral Conjecture (still open in dimension 1 and 2).

References:

- Moreno Andreatta, “From music to mathematics and backwards: introducing algebra, topology and category theory into computational musicology”, in M. Emmer and M. Abate
(eds.), *Imagine Math 6 - Mathematics and Culture, XXth Anniversary*, Springer, 2018, pp. 77-88. Available at:


Timetable: 18 hrs. (Calendar to be announced)

Course requirements:

Examination and grading:

SSD: MAT/02, MAT/03.

Aim: Despite a long historical relationship between mathematics and music, the interest of mathematicians for Music Theory is a recent phenomenon. The aim of this doctoral course on mathematics and music is to give a structural multidisciplinary approach into computational musicology making use of advanced mathematical tools. It is based on the interplay between different mathematical disciplines: algebra, topology and category theory. New results and perspectives are possible on important challenges such as revealing through suitable mathematical tools musical properties, studying the computational aspects of musical processes, preparing the automatic classification of musical styles.

Course contents: The second part of the course focuses on three specific topics in mathemusical research: homometry and neo-riemannian musical theories; Word theory and its application to scales, modes, chords and rhythms; Categorical formalization of transformational theory. This second part of the course shows some non-trivial intersections between different domains in mathematics (algebra, combinatorics, category theory) that are applied to music-theoretical and analytical situations dealing with the formalisation and representation of musical structures and processes.

References:

- David Clampitt and Thomas Noll, “Modes, the Height-Width Duality, and Handschin’s Tone Character”, *Music Theory Online*, Vol. 17, Issue 1. Available online at:

Nichols algebras

Giovanna Carnovale¹, Lleonard Rubio y Degrassi², Francesco Esposito³

¹Dipartimento di Matematica “Tullio Levi-Civita”, Università di Padova
Email: carnoval@math.unipd.it
²Dipartimento di Matematica “Tullio Levi-Civita”, Università di Padova
Email: lleonard@math.unipd.it
³Dipartimento di Matematica “Tullio Levi-Civita”, Università di Padova
Email: esposito@math.unipd.it

**Timetable:** 16 hours. First lecture on November 4, 2020, 10:00, Torre Archimede, Room 1BC/45 (eventual). The course will be held online at:
https://unipd.zoom.us/j/86466409649?pwd=VU9MQkNqWXQ3Mmo2aTJUUGZNdTB4dz09
Meeting ID: 864 6640 9649, Passcode: 606905

**Course requirements:**

**Examination and grading:** oral

**SSD:** MAT/02, MAT/03

**Aim:** The course intends to give a basic introduction to Nichols algebras, focusing on the different constructions available and on the classification problem.

**Course contents:**
Nichols (shuffle) algebras are a family of algebras including many important examples, such as the symmetric and exterior algebras, and the positive part of quantised enveloping algebras of semisimple Lie algebras. Their presentation by generators and relations can be given in different terms: representation of the braid group, derivations, bilinear forms. A geometric interpretation in terms of perverse sheaves on symmetric products of the complex line has been recently introduced by Kapranov and Schechtman, opening a new bridge between algebra, topology and algebraic geometry. They have also been used by Ellenberg, Tran, and Westerland in their proof of the upper bound of Malle’s conjecture on the distribution of finite extensions of \( \mathbb{F}_q(t) \) with specified Galois group.

Each Nichols algebra depends in fact only on a braiding on a vector space, i.e., on a solution of the braid equation, or, equivalently, of the Quantum Yang-Baxter equation. When the braiding is diagonal, finite-dimensional Nichols algebras have been classified by the work of Andruskiewitsch-Schenider, Heckenberger, Angiono, whereas the classification problem is still open in the non-diagonal case.

1. Hopf algebras, bialgebras and coalgebras and duality
2. The braid groups, Coxeter groups and reduced expressions
3. Braided vector spaces and braided monoidal (tensor) categories
4. Nichols algebras. First definition and main examples (symmetric algebra, exterior algebra, quantized nilpotent subalgebras)
5. How to detect Nichols algebras. Equivalent definitions: derivations, properties of the ideal of definition, the bilinear form and Poincaré duality

6. PBW-type bases, the root system and the Weyl groupoid in the diagonal case


8. Kapranov-Schechtman’s interpretation in terms of perverse sheaves on symmetric products of the complex line.

Bibliography:


Further reading

Regularity theory for parabolic equations

Dr. Marco A. Cirant¹, Dr. Alessandro Goffi²

¹ Dipartimento di Matematica “T.Levi-Civita”
Email: cirant@math.unipd.it
² Dipartimento di Matematica “T.Levi-Civita”
Email: alessandro.goffi@math.unipd.it

Timetable: 16 hrs. First lecture on February 22, 2021, 11:00, Torre Archimede, Room 1BC/45.

Course requirements: Basic knowledge of linear parabolic PDEs, Sobolev and Hölder spaces, Functional Analysis.

Examination and grading: The exam will be oral and tailored on the basis of the students’ interests.

SSD: MAT/05

Aim: Introduce some classical and modern methods to study the regularity of solutions to linear and semi-linear parabolic partial differential equations.

Course contents:

- Recall of basic properties of $L^p$, Sobolev and Hölder spaces. Introduction of basic concepts in real interpolation and semigroup theory.
- A glimpse of regularity for abstract linear parabolic equations; space-time Schauder’s estimates.
- Regularity properties of linear transport-diffusion equations.
- Regularity properties of semi-linear parabolic problems with super-linear first order terms: the nonlinear adjoint method.
- Applications to systems of parabolic PDEs arising in the theory of Mean Field Games.

Bibliography:


Introduction to Dispersive Equations

Prof. Piero D'Ancona

Dipartimento di Matematica, Università La Sapienza, Roma
Email: dancona@mat.uniroma1.it

Timetable: 16 hrs. Spring 2021, Torre Archimede, Room 2BC/30.

Course requirements:

Examination and grading:

SSD:

Aim:

Course contents:
Maximal subgroups of the symmetric group

Dott. Martino Garonzi

Departamento de Matemática, University of Brasilia, Brazil
Email: mgaronzi@gmail.com

Timetable: 16 hours. November 10-12-17-19-24-26, December 1-2, 2020, 14:30, online.

Course requirements:

Examination and grading: Seminar talk

SSD: MAT/02

Aim:

Course contents:

In this course I will talk about maximal subgroups of the symmetric group, specifically the various types of maximal subgroups: intransitive, imprimitive, and primitive. I will work out several basic examples. Concerning primitive groups, I will talk about their important role in group theory and their connection with simple groups, characteristically simple groups, multiple transitivity, Jordan groups and the O’Nan-scott theorem, affine groups, almost-simple groups, product actions and diagonal actions. I will give applications in terms of recent research papers.

Bibliography:

Spaces and operators in complex analysis

Prof. Alexey Karapetyants

1 Institute for Mathematics, Mechanic and Computer Sciences, Southern Federal University, Russia
Email: karapetyants@gmail.com

Timetable: 12 hrs. First lecture on ..., ...., Torre Archimede, Room 2BC/30.

Course requirements:

Examination and grading:

SSD: MAT/05

Aim: The function theory of holomorphic spaces has experienced several breakthroughs during the last five-ten years. Some new spaces of nonstandard growth were introduced and studied. This was possible during the mixture of the methods of real and complex harmonic analysis involved in the study of such spaces and operators. However, the basics are still going back to the classical Bergman type and even Hardy spaces. Therefore, studying classical approach along with new trends will open a good perspective for the further development of the subject.

Course contents:

2. Basic properties of the mentioned spaces: duality, interpolation, atomic decomposition.
4. Operators and transforms on these classical and new spaces: Bergman projection, more general operators, including potentials and operators of fractional integrodifferentiation, Berezin transform, composition operators, Toeplitz operators.
5. Recent advances: new classes of integral operator in complex analysis of Hausdorf, Hardy and Bergman type, some applications.
Rational points on varieties

Remke Kloosterman

Dipartimento di Matematica "Tullio Levi-Civita"
Email: klooster@math.unipd.it


Course requirements: Basic knowledge of algebraic geometry (definition of an algebraic variety; morphisms between algebraic varieties; interaction between algebra and geometry; genus of an algebraic curve/Riemann surface) and algebraic number theory (some knowledge on ring of integers of a number field; completion of a number field).

Examination and grading: Seminar talk.

SSD: MAT/02 and MAT/03

Aim: An introduction to the study of rational points on varieties, in particular on curves, abelian varieties and Del Pezzo surfaces.

Course contents:

1. Revisiting field theory ($C_r$ fields; Galois theory)
2. Introduction to varieties over arbitrary fields
3. Weil conjectures for algebraic curves over finite fields
4. Properties of morphisms
5. Algebraic groups and group cohomology
6. Selmer groups and Tate-Shafarevich groups and rational points on elliptic curves and abelian varieties.
7. Brauer-Manin obstruction and rational points on Del Pezzo surfaces

The theory of the defect and its application to
the problem of local uniformization

Prof. Franz-Viktor Kuhlmann¹

¹Department of Mathematics, University of Szczecin, Poland
Email: fvk@math.usask.ca

Timetable: 16 hrs., Feb-Mar 2021, course will be held online.

Course requirements: Basic knowledge of field theory, ordered groups, basic valuation theory

Examination and grading: Students will be evaluated by presentations they will give in the seminar that will follow the course.

SSD: MAT/02, MAT/03

Aim: To introduce graduate students to some deep open research problems in valuation theory, providing known partial results and their proofs.

Course contents:

- Meeting 1: Finite extensions of valued fields and their invariants - the fundamental inequality - the defect - the Lemma of Ostrowski - examples of defect extensions.
- Meeting 2: Ramification theory of normal extensions of valued fields - absolute ramification theory - tame and separably tame fields.
- Meeting 3: Valued function fields - the Abhyankar inequality and Abhyankar valuations - extensions of valuations to function fields - Zariski spaces of places I.
- Meeting 4: The Generalized Stability Theorem I.
- Meeting 5: The Generalized Stability Theorem II - local uniformization for Abhyankar places.
- Meeting 6: Henselian Rationality I.
- Meeting 7: Henselian rationality II - local uniformization by alteration.
- Meeting 8: Connection with other problems: decidability of the elementary theory of Laurent series fields over finite fields - valued function fields revisited - Zariski spaces of places II - open problems and new approaches.
Introduction to Floer Homology

Marco Mazzucchelli

1 CNRS, École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, UMPA, France
Email: marco.mazzucchelli@ens-lyon.fr

Timetable: 12 hrs. First lecture on 25 September, 2020; the course will be held online via Zoom (the link to the meeting will be communicated a few days before the start of the course)

Timetable of the lectures:
Friday Sept 25, 2020, 10:00 - 12:00
Monday Sept 28, 2020, 10:00 - 12:00
Tuesday Sept 29, 2020, 10:00 - 12:00
Wednesday Sept 30, 2020, 10:00 - 12:00
Thursday Oct 1st, 2020, 16:30 - 18:30
Friday Oct 2, 2020, 10:00 - 12:00

Course requirements: The students attending this course are required to know the basics of functional analysis (Banach and Hilbert spaces), differential geometry and topology (manifolds, vector fields, differential forms, vector bundles, Riemannian metrics, critical points of a smooth map), and some symplectic geometry (symplectic forms, Hamiltonian vector fields).

Examination and grading:

SSD: MAT/07

Aim:

Course contents (tentative):

- **Lecture 1**: Crash course in algebraic topology: singular homology and co-homology, De Rham cohomology.
- **Lecture 2**: The Morse homology theorem.
- **Lecture 3**: Variational principle for Hamiltonian periodic orbits, action spectrum, the Conley-Zehnder index.
- **Lecture 4**: Construction of the Floer homology groups for aspherical manifolds I.
- **Lecture 5**: Construction of the Floer homology groups for aspherical manifolds II, proof of the Arnold conjecture on the fixed points of generic Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms.
- **Lecture 6**: Bott’s iteration formula for the Conley-Zehnder index, proof of the Conley conjecture on the periodic points of generic Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of aspherical manifolds. Bonus arguments: Floer homology for monotone manifolds, products in Floer homology, spectral invariants, symplectic homology, etc.
References:


Campanato Spaces and their Applications to Regularity of Solutions to PDEs

Prof. Vincenzo Vespri

1Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica “Ulisse Dini”, Università degli Studi di Firenze
Email: vincenzo.vespri@unifi.it

Timetable: 8 hrs., Spring 2021, Torre Archimede, Room 2BC/30.

Course requirements: standard undergraduate background in Mathematical Analysis

Examination and grading: oral exam

SSD: MAT/05

Course contents:
In his seminal papers published in 1963 Sergio Campanato introduced the spaces that nowa-
days are named after him. These spaces play an important role in regularity theory and harmonic
analysis. The classical regularity approach was based on the singular integrals theory approach
introduced by A.P. Calderón and A. Zygmund who proved in particular regularity in $L^p$ for so-
lutions to elliptic or parabolic equations, see [?]. J. Nash [?] used this approach to solve the XIX
Hilbert problem and proved Hölder regularity for solutions to elliptic and parabolic equations
with $L^\infty$ coefficients. One year before, E. De Giorgi [?] proved the same result using a func-
tional space approach. S. Campanato proved that De Giorgi’s approach works also in the case
of equations with mildly regular coefficients (i.e., continuous or Hölder continuous coefficients)
recovering the Calderon-Zygmund results, see [?, ?].

The focus of this PhD class is on Campanato’s approach. The lecture course will be or-
ganized as follows. Lectures I and II: definition of Campanato spaces, their embedding in the
space of Hölder continuous functions, preliminary lemmata; Lectures III and IV: estimates in
$L^p$ for solutions to elliptic operators; Lectures V and VI: estimates in Hölder classes for solu-
tions to elliptic operators; Lectures VII and VIII: proof of De Giorgi regularity result.

Bibliography:
1. A.P. Calderon, A. Zygmund, On singular integrals. American Journal of Mathematics,
2. S. Campanato, G. Stampacchia, Sulle maggiorazioni in $L^p$ nella teoria delle equazioni
ellittiche. (in Italian) Bollettino dell’Unione Matematica Italiana, Serie 3, Vol. 20 (1965),
3. S. Campanato, Sistemi ellittici in forma divergenza: regolarità all’interno. (in Italian)
Pisa, Scuola Normale Superiore editors, 1980.
4. E. De Giorgi, Sulla differenziabilità e l’analiticità delle estremali degli integrali multipli
25–43.
5. J. Nash, Continuity of Solutions of Parabolic and Elliptic Equations American Journal of
Dynamic Optimization

Richard Vinter

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Imperial College, London
Email: r.vinter@imperial.ac.uk

Timetable: 12 hrs. First lecture on April 6, 2021, 11:00 (dates already fixed see calendar), Torre Archimede, Room 1BC45.

Course requirements: There are no pre-requisites, but if the students have done an earlier course in control, they will find my lectures easier to understand.

Examination and grading: Oral examination

SSD: MAT/05

Aim: Dynamic optimization concerns optimization problems, in which we seek to minimize a functional over arcs that satisfy some kind of dynamic constraint. When this constraint takes the form of a controlled differential equation, such problems are known as optimal control problems. In Dynamic Optimization, the ‘dynamic constraint’ is allowed a broader interpretation, and is formulated as, say, a differential inclusion. Earlier applications of the theory were principally in aerospace (selection of flight trajectories in space missions) and chemical engineering. But now the field is recognised as having far wider application, in econometrics, resource economics, robotics and control of driverless vehicles, to name just a few areas. Dynamic optimization dates back, as a unified field of study, to the early 1950’s, when two breakthroughs occurred. One was the Maximum Principle, a set to necessary conditions for a control function to be optimal. The other was dynamic programming, which reduces the search for optimal controls to the solution of the Hamilton Jacobi equation (HJE). Early developments in the field relied on classical analysis and, even today, introductory courses on Optimal Control given based on traditional calculus. But, more recently, advances in the field have increasingly depended on new techniques of nonlinear analysis, which are referred to, collectively, as nonsmooth analysis. Nonsmooth analysis aims to give meaning to the ‘derivative’ of functions that are not differentiable in the classical sense and to tangent vectors to sets with nonsmooth boundaries. First order necessary conditions and Hamilton Jacobi theory continue to have a prominent role in the latest developments, but now interpreted in deeper and more insightful ways.

We begin the course by identifying deficiencies in the early theory and explaining why new analytical tools were needed to move the theory forward. We then introduce these tools (the main constructs of nonsmooth analysis and an accompanying calculus) and use them to derive optimality conditions (both first order necessary conditions and conditions related to the (HJE) equation). Our goal is to bring participants in the course ‘up to speed’, so that they can follow the latest literature, understand the underlying motivation and make future contributions.

Course contents:
Part I (Preliminaries) Dynamic Optimization (significance and illustrative examples)
Nonsmooth Analysis:
Basic constructs (subdifferentials, normal cones, etc.)
Subdifferential calculus
The generalized mean value inequality
Nonsmooth multiplier rules in Nonlinear Programming
Additional analytic techniques:
Variational principles
Compactness of trajectories
Quadratic inf convolution
Exact penalisation

Part II (First Order Necessary Conditions)
The maximum principle
The nonsmooth maximum principle
Necessary conditions for differential inclusion problems:
   The Generalized Euler Inclusion The Hamiltonian Inclusion
   Refinements to allow for pathwise state constraints.

Part III (Dynamic Programming)
Invariance:
   Weak invariance theorems
   Strong invariance theorems
Generalized solutions to the HJ equations
Links with viscosity solution concepts
Characterisation of the value function as generalized solution of (HJE)
Refinements to allow for pathwise state constraints

Part IV (Miscellaneous Topics)
Regularity of minimizers
Non-standard optimal control problems:
   discontinuous state trajectory problems
   problems involving time delay
   open problems and future directions.

Bibliography:
I will provide a handout and will deliver slides for my lectures. I will aim to make my handout self-contained and there are no course texts. (The course will be based on a revision of by 2000 book ‘Optimal Control’, which I am currently working on.)
Courses of the “Computational Mathematics” area
Pluri-Potential Theory and Zeros of Random Polynomials

Prof. Turgay Bayraktar

Faculty of Engineering and Natural Sciences, Sabanci University ISTANBUL, TURKEY
Email tbayraktar@sabanciuniv.edu

Timetable: 16 hrs. May-June 2021, Torre Archimede, Room 1BC/45

Course requirements:

Examination and grading:

SSD:

Course contents:

The purpose of this mini-course is to introduce basic notions of complex potential theory in order to study statistics and asymptotic distribution of zeros of random polynomials. In the first part, we will cover central objects of interest of the modern weighted pluripotential theory in several complex variables, such as the pluricomplex Green functions, regular sets, equilibrium measures, Bernstein-Markov measures and Bergman functions. In the second part, we will focus on statistics of zeros of random polynomials and polynomial mappings.

Bibliography:

Conic, especially copositive optimization

Prof. Immanuel Bomze¹

¹Dept. Applied Mathematics and Statistics, University of Vienna
Email: immanuel.bomze@univie.ac.at

**Timetable:** 8 hrs. At https://elearning.unipd.it/math/course/index.php?categoryid=47 enrolled people can find useful information to follow the classes.

**Calendar of the lectures**
Tuesday October 27, 2020, 16:00
Wednesday October 28, 2020, 10:00-12:00
Thursday October 29, 2020, 10:00-12:00 and 15:00-17:00

**Course requirements:**

**Examination and grading:**

**SSD:** MAT/09

**Aim:**

**Course contents:** Quite many combinatorial and some important non-convex continuous optimization problems admit a conic representation, where the complexity of solving non-convex programs is shifted towards the complexity of sheer feasibility (i.e., membership of the cone which is assumed to be a proper convex one), while structural constraints and the objective are all linear. The resulting problem is therefore a convex one, and still equivalent to some NP-hard problems with inefficient local solutions despite the fact that in the conic formulation, all local solutions are global.

Using characterizations of copositivity, one arrives at various approximations. However, not all of these are tractable with current technology. In this course, we will address some approaches on which tractable SDP- or LP-approximations, and also branch-and-bound schemes, may be based.

This way, good tractable bounds can be achieved which serve as quality control for any primal-feasible algorithm. But which one should be employed? Complementing above (dual) approach, we will, mainly as one example, address a classical yet not widely known first-order approach for poly/posynomial optimization under simplex constraints, embedded in some general optimization principles for iterative primal methods.
Introduction to differential games

Prof. Alessandra Buratto

1Dipartimento di Matematica “Tullio Levi-Civita”, Università di Padova
Email: buratto@math.unipd.it

Timetable: 12 hrs. February - March 2021

Course requirements: Basic notions of Differential equations and Optimal control

Examination and grading: Homework assignments during classes + final presentation of a research paper selected from the literature on differential games

SSD: SECS-S/06

Aim: Differential games are very much motivated by applications where different agents interact exhibiting an inter-temporal aspect. Applications of differential games have proven to be a suitable methodology to study the behaviour of players (decision-makers) and to predict the outcome of such situations in many areas including engineering, economics, military, management science, biology and political science. This course aims to provide the students with some basic concepts and results in the theory of differential games.

Course contents:
- Recall of basic concepts of game theory, equilibrium (Nash ...)
- Dynamic games: formalization of a differential game
- Simultaneous and competitive differential games (Nash Equilibrium)
- Hierarchic differential games (Stackelberg equilibrium)
- Time consistency and perfectness

References:
Meshless Finite Difference Methods

Prof. Oleg Davydov

Mathematisches Institut, Universität Giessen (Germania)
Email: Oleg.Davydov@math.uni-giessen.de

Timetable: 16 hrs. First lecture on October ..., 2020, ... Torre Archimede, Room 2BC/30.

Course requirements:

Examination and grading:

SSD:

Aim:

Course contents:

1. Introduction into positive definite functions and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. (2h)
2. Numerical differentiation with polynomials and kernels I-II. (4h)
3. Meshless finite difference methods: Introduction and error bounds I-II. (4h)
4. Meshless finite difference methods: Computational aspects I-III. (6h)
Consensus based optimization on manifolds

Massimo Fornasier

1Technische Universität München, Fakultät für Mathematik, München, Germany
Email: massimo.fornasierematma.tum.de

Timetable: 24 hrs. March 2021, Torre Archimede

Course requirements:

Examination and grading:

SSD: MAT/06

Aim:

Course contents:

We introduce new stochastic multi-particle models for global optimization of nonconvex functions on manifolds. These models belong to the class of Consensus-Based Optimization methods. In fact, particles move over the manifold driven by a drift towards an instantaneous consensus point, computed as a combination of the particle locations weighted by the cost function according to Laplace’s principle. The consensus point represents an approximation to a global minimizer. The dynamics is further perturbed by a random vector field to favor exploration, whose variance is a function of the distance of the particles to the consensus point. In particular, as soon as the consensus is reached, then the stochastic component vanishes. In the first part of the course, we study the well-posedness of the model on global compact manifolds without boundary and we derive rigorously its mean-field approximation for large particle limit.

In the second part of the course we address the proof of convergence of numerical schemes to global minimizers provided conditions of well-preparation of the initial datum. The proof combines previous results of mean-field limit with a novel asymptotic analysis, and classical convergence results of numerical methods for SDE.

We present several numerical experiments, which show that the proposed algorithm scales well with the dimension and is extremely versatile. To quantify the performances of the new approach, we show that the algorithm is able to perform essentially as good as ad hoc state of the art methods in challenging problems in signal processing and machine learning, namely the phase retrieval problem and the robust subspace detection.

References:

- José A Carrillo, Young-Pil Choi, Claudia Totzeck, and Oliver Tse. An analytical framework for consensus-based global optimization method. Mathematical Models and Methods in Applied Sciences,28(06):1037–1066, 2018
A smooth tour around rough models in finance
(From data to stochastics to machine learning)

Prof. Antoine Jacquier¹

¹Imperial College, Londra
Email: a.jacquier@imperial.ac.uk

Timetable: 16 hrs. Spring 2020, Torre Archimede, 1BC/45.

Course requirements: Probability and Stochastic Calculus

Examination and grading: oral examination on the topics covered during the course

SSD: MAT/06, SECS-S/06

Aim: Aim: the course aims at introducing the recent theory on rough volatility models, namely stochastic volatility models in finance driven by the fractional Brownian motion. This class of models will naturally arise by looking at market data and at the end of the course the PhD student will have full control of advanced tools in stochastic calculus which are crucial in modern finance.

Course contents:
A quick glance at time series in market data (Equities, Currencies, Commodities, Rates...) leaves no doubt that volatility is not deterministic over time, but stochastic. However, the classical Markovian setup, upon which a whole area of mathematical finance was built, was recently torn apart when Gatheral-Jaisson-Rosenbaum showed that the instantaneous volatility is not so well behaved and instead features memory and more erratic path behaviour. Rough volatility was born. This new paradigm does not come for free, though, and new tools and further analyses are needed in order to put forward the benefits of this new approach. The goal of this course is to explain how Rough Volatility naturally comes out of the data, and to study the new techniques required to use it as a tool for financial modelling. We shall endeavour to strike a balance between theoretical tools and practical examples, and between existing results and open problems. The contents shall span, with more or less emphasis on each topic, the following:

2. Constructing a model consistent between the historical and the pricing measure: joint calibration of SPX and VIX options.
3. Pricing options in rough volatility models: from Hybrid Monte Carlo to Deep learning

The first item is anchored in fairly classical Statistics and Probability, while the second deals with Stochastic analysis. The last item draws upon recent literature connecting Path-dependent PDEs, Backward SDEs and Deep Learning technology. Prior knowledge in all areas is not required, but good Probability/Stochastic analysis background is essential.
Fourier-Laplace transform and Wiener-Hopf factorization in Finance, Economics and Insurance

Prof. Sergei Levendorskii

Calico Science Consulting, Austin, TX
Email: levendorskii@gmail.com

Timetable: 12 hrs. First lecture on October, 19, 2020, 16:30. The course will be held online via Zoom (the link to the meeting will be communicated a few days before the start of the course)

Course requirements: Probability and Stochastic Calculus

Examination and grading: oral examination on the topics covered during the course

SSD: MAT/06, SECS-S/06

Aim: The course aims at introducing recent fast and robust pricing techniques for exotic derivatives (such as Bermudan and American) in general Lévy models.

Course contents:

The Fourier-Laplace transform and Wiener-Hopf factorization are ubiquitous in Mathematics, Physics, Engineering, Probability, Statistics, Insurance and Finance. Recently, several difficult problems in Game Theory and Economics were solved using the Wiener-Hopf factorization techniques. From the analytical viewpoint, problems considered in the course can be reduced to a sequence of calculations, each involving either the Fourier (or inverse Fourier) transform of a given function, or the convolution of two given functions. In turn, each of these operations can be performed numerically with high efficiency using the standard fast Fourier and Hilbert transforms and fast convolution. We introduce new more efficient versions of the fast Fourier and Hilbert transforms. The second general topic of the course is the new general methodology for efficient evaluation of integrals with integrands analytic in regions around the lines of integration, examples being numerical Fourier-Laplace inversion, calculation of the Wiener-Hopf factors and high transcendental functions. We introduce three families of conformal deformations of the contour of integration in the Fourier inversion formula and the corresponding changes of variables, which lead to much faster and more accurate calculations. The third general topic of the course is the EPV (expected present value operators) method. The strength of the EPV method stems from the interaction of the probabilistic and analytical techniques. In the standard analytical approach to solution of boundary problems, the operators are interpreted as the expectation operators. This allows one to relatively easily evaluate complicated expectations and solve optimal stopping problems with non-standard payoffs. All topics in the course and additional topics will be covered in S. Boyarchenko, M. Boyarchenko, N. Boyarchenko, and S. Levendorskij. Spectral Methods in Finance, Economics and Insurance. Springer, New York, 2020, the monograph in preparation for Springer due to be finished in this Fall. The full lists of references for the lectures and a more detailed contents’ list will be given during the first lecture.
• Lecture 1. Lévy models
• Lecture 2. Evaluation of probability distributions and pricing European options in Lévy models
• Lecture 3. Simplified trapezoid rule, Fast Fourier Transform and its variations
• Lecture 4. Conformal acceleration techniques
• Lecture 5. Barrier options with discrete monitoring and Bermudan options. Calculations in the state space
• Lecture 6. Barrier options with discrete monitoring and Bermudan options. Calculations in the dual space
• Lecture 7. Wiener-Hopf factorization
• Lecture 8. Contingent claims with continuous monitoring, boundary value problems and Wiener-Hopf factorization
• Lecture 9. Options with continuous monitoring, cont-d
• Lecture 10. Affine models
• Lecture 11. American options with infinite time horizon
• Lecture 12. American options with finite time horizon
Courses offered within the Master’s Degree in Mathematics

The Master Degree (Laurea Magistrale) in Mathematics of this Department offers many courses on a wide range of topics, in Italian or in English. The PhD students are encouraged to follow the parts of such courses they think are useful to complete their basic knowledge in Mathematics. In some cases this activity can receive credits from the Doctoral school, upon recommendation of the supervisor of the student. Since the courses at the Master level are usually less intense than those devoted to graduate students, the number of hours given as credits by our Doctorate will be less than the total duration of the course. Some examples of courses that receive such credits, unless the student already has the material in his background, are the following.
Soft Skills

1. Maths information: retrieving, managing, evaluating, publishing SS-1
2. Entrepreneurship and Technology-based Startups SS-2
3.
Soft Skills

Doctoral Program in Mathematical Sciences - a.a. 2020/2021

Maths information: retrieving, managing, evaluating, publishing

Abstract: This course deals with the bibliographic databases and the resources provided by the University of Padova; citation databases and metrics for research evaluation; open access publishing and the submission of PhD theses and research data in UniPd institutional repositories.

Language: The Course will be held in English

Timetable: hrs (to be defined) – February 2021, the course will be held online
**Soft Skills**

**Entrepreneurship and Technology-based Startups**

**Course Area:** Transversal Skills

**Credits:** 5 (20 hours)

**Instructors:** Prof. Moreno Muffatto, Ing. Francesco Ferrati, Dip.to di Ingegneria Industriale, Università di Padova

e-mail: moreno.muffatto@unipd.it, francesco.ferrati@unipd.it

**Topics:**

**From the idea to the market**
- Entrepreneurship attitudes
- What is a startup
- From a research project to an entrepreneurial project
- Market dimension, customers profiles and value proposition
- Development of the product/service concept

**Intellectual Property Rights**
- Types of IPR (patent, copyright, trademark)
- The structure of a patent application (description, claims, etc)
- Getting a patent: the patenting process (step by step)
- When to file a patent application: priority date, Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
- Where to protect an invention
- Different IPR strategies

**The team and the early decisions**
- The creation of the founders' team
- Types and characteristics of founders' teams
- Founders' decisions and their consequences
- Frequent mistakes and suggestions deriving from experience

**The economic and financial aspects of a startup**
- The fundamental economic and financial operations of a technology-based startup
- The structures of the financial statements
- Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow
- Evaluation of the value of the company
- Sources and cost of capital
Funding a startup
• Different sources of funds: Angel Investors and Venture Capital
• Investment companies and funds: how they work
• How and what investors evaluate
• The investment agreements between investors and startups
• New ventures’ funding options

References:

____________________

Schedule and room: see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Enrollment:
To attend the course registration is compulsory by using the Moodle platform of the PhD Course in Industrial Engineering (in order to enter the Moodle platform click on “dettagli” of the course at the page http://www.cdii.dii.unipd.it/corsi). Once you are registered, if you cannot attend the course, please inform the lecturer.

Examination and grading: Attendance is required for at least 70% of the lecture hours (i.e. 14 hours). Final evaluation will be based on the discussion of a case study of a technology-based startup.
Other courses suggested to the students

The students are encouraged to follow also courses outside Padova if they are useful for their training to research, in accordance with their supervisor. Parts of such course can be counted in fulfilment of their duties, provided the student passes an exam. The number of hours recognised as credits will be decided by the Coordinator after hearing the supervisor. Some examples of courses that receive such credits are the following.
Courses in collaboration with the Doctoral School on “Information Engineering”

for complete Catalogue and class schedule see on

https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/
Introduction to Reinforcement Learning

Dr. Juan José Alcaraz Espín

Technical University of Cartagena, Spain
email: juan.alcaraz@upct.es

Timetable: see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Important note: course to be confirmed based on the result of the Visiting Scientist Call

Enrollment: students must enroll in the course using the Enrollment Form on the PhD Program eLearning platform (requires SSO authentication).

Course requirements: Basics of linear algebra, probability theory, Python scripting

Examination and grading: The grading will be based on the students’ solutions to the proposed assignments.

SSD: Information Engineering

Aim: The course will provide an introduction to the field of reinforcement learning, covering its mathematical foundations and the description of the most relevant algorithms. The main concepts and techniques will be illustrated with Python code and application examples in telecommunications and other related areas. The students will acquire hands-on experience with the proposed assignments in which they will have to implement Python code for solving several challenges and exercises. The course will start with the basic concepts of learning in sequential decision problems, formalized in the multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem and its variants. Then, the Markov decision processes (MDPs), which generalize the MAB problem, will be introduced. The objective of reinforcement learning (RL) is to find approximate solutions to MDPs. The main RL approaches will be presented incrementally: 1) tabular methods, which are capable of addressing relatively small problems, 2) value function approximation, which allows scaling up previous algorithms to larger problems, and 3) policy gradient algorithms which follow a different scaling approach and can be used in combination with value function approximation (Actor-Critic methods).

Course contents:
Unit 1. Introduction to Reinforcement Learning
Unit 4. Tabular Methods: Monte Carlo Method, Temporal Difference, Off-policy algorithms, Planning at decision time.
Unit 5. Value Function Approximation (VFA) Methods: Linear VFA, Monte Carlo with VFA, TD methods with VFA.
Unit 7 (Optional) Evolutionary Algorithms
References:


Causal Inference for Complex Networks

Prof. Reza Arghandeh¹

¹Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Florida State University, USA
E-mail: r.arghandeh@fsu.edu

Timetable: 16 hrs. see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Enrollment: students must enroll in the course using the Enrollment Form on the PhD Program eLearning platform (requires SSO authentication).

Course requirements: familiarity with basic probability. Knowledge of network theory also helps, but it is not a requirement.

Examination and grading: a final project or a take-home exam.

SSD: INF/01 Information Engineering

Aim: One of the notable analytical challenges of our century is the intricate complexity of systems that shape our civilization ranging from electricity networks to computer networks to biological networks and social networks due to all interdependency and interconnectivity among them. It is near impossible to understand complex network systems behavior unless we go beyond the classic machine learning and network science and develop a casual insight into the machinery behind different networks. Nevertheless, the notable differences in forms, scopes, components, and nature of different networks, most networks follow common cause and effect principles. This course provides a selection of concepts from information theory and causality inference domains to analyze complex networks considering their inherent interdependencies. During the course, students will be familiar with use cases from electric grids, roadways, and social networks.

Course contents:

1. Motivating problems in complex networked systems. i) some analytical problems in smart grids. ii) some analytical problems in smart cities.
2. Elements of Graph Theory: i) overview of graphs. ii) path, connectivity, and weighted graphs. iii) metrics for graphs.
3. Causality Inference: i) causality language ii) theory of causation and intervention iii) state-of-the-art causality inference methods
4. Causality for Complex networks i) causality methods for large scale networks ii) example applications in smart grids

References:

3. F. Bullo, Lectures on Network Systems, CreateSpase, 2018. Class lectures and other material and research papers will be available online for download.
Bayesian Machine Learning

Giorgio Maria Di Nunzio

Department of Information Engineering
Email: dinunzio@dei.unipd.it

Timetable: 20 hrs. see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/


Examination and grading: Homework assignments and final project.

SSD: Information Engineering

Aim: The course will introduce fundamental topics in Bayesian reasoning and how they apply to machine learning problems. In this course, we will present pros and cons of Bayesian approaches and we will develop a graphical tool to analyse the assumptions of these approaches in classical machine learning problems such as classification and regression.

Course contents:

Introduction of classical machine learning problems.
   1. Mathematical framework
   2. Supervised and unsupervised learning

Bayesian decision theory
   1. Two-category classification
   2. Minimum-error-rate classification
   3. Bayes decision theory
   4. Decision surfaces

Estimation
   1. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
   2. Expectation Maximization
   3. Maximum A Posteriori
   4. Bayesian approach

Graphical models
   1. Bayesian networks
   2. Two-dimensional visualization

Evaluation
   1. Measures of accuracy
References:

2. Christopher M. Bishop, Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning (Information Science and Statistics), Springer 2007
Statistical Methods

Prof. Lorenzo Finesso

1CNR IEIIT Padova
email: lorenzo.finesso@unipd.it

Timetable: 24 hrs. see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/
Enrollment: Students must enroll in the course using the Enrollment Form on the PhD Program eLearning platform (requires SSO authentication).

Course requirements: familiarity with basic linear algebra and probability.

Examination and grading: Homework assignments

SSD: Information Engineering

Aim: The course will present a small selection of statistical techniques which are widespread in applications. The unifying power of the information theoretic point of view will be stressed.

Course contents:

- **Background material.** The noiseless source coding theorem will be quickly reviewed in order to introduce the notions of entropy and informational divergence (relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler distance) between positive measures.

- **Divergence minimization problems.** Three I-divergence minimization problems will be posed and, via examples, connected with basic methods of statistical inference: ML (maximum likelihood), ME (maximum entropy), and EM (expectation-maximization).

- **Multivariate analysis methods.** The three standard multivariate methods, PCA (Principal Component Analysis), Factor Analysis, and CCA (Canonical Correlations Analysis) will be reviewed and their connection with divergence minimization discussed. Applications of PCA to least squares (PCR principal component regression, PLS Partial least squares). Approximate matrix factorization and PCA, with a brief detour on the approximate Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) problem.

- **EM methods.** The Expectation-Maximization method will be introduced in the context of Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation with partial observations (incomplete data) and interpreted as an alternating divergence minimization algorithm à la Csiszár Tusnády.

- **Applications to stochastic processes.** Introduction to HMM (Hidden Markov Models). Maximum likelihood estimation for HMM via the EM method. If time allows: derivation of the Burg spectral estimation method as solution of a Maximum Entropy problem.

References:
Lecture notes and a list of references will be posted on the course moodle site.
Computational Inverse Problems

Prof. Fabio Marcuzzi

1 Dipartimento di Matematica “Tullio Levi-Civita”, Università Padova
e-mail: marcuzzi@math.unipd.it

Timetable: 20 hrs. see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Course requirements:
- basic notions of linear algebra and, possibly, numerical linear algebra.
- the examples and homework will be in Python (the transition from Matlab to Python is effortless).

Examination and grading: Homework assignments and final test.

SSD: INF/01 Information Engineering

Aim: We study numerical methods that are of fundamental importance in computational inverse problems. Real application examples will be given for distributed parameter systems in continuum mechanics. Computer implementation performance issues will be considered as well.

Course contents:
- definition of inverse problems, basic examples and numerical difficulties.
- numerical methods for QR and SVD and their application to the square-root implementation in PCA, least-squares, model reduction and Kalman filtering; recursive least-squares; High Performance Computing (HPC) implementation of numerical linear algebra algorithms.
- regularization methods;
- underdetermined linear estimation problems and sparse recovery;
- numerical algorithms for nonlinear parameter estimation: nonlinear least-squares (Levenberg-Marquardt), back-propagation learning;
- underdetermined nonlinear estimation problems and deep learning;
- examples with distributed parameter systems in continuum mechanics: reconstruction of forcing terms and parameters estimation;

References:
1 F.Marcuzzi “Computational Inverse Problems”, lecture notes (will be posted on the moodle page of the course)
2 G. Strang, ”Linear Algebra and Learning From Data”, Wellesley - Cambridge Press, 2019
Applied Functional Analysis and Machine Learning

Prof. Gianluigi Pillonetto¹

¹Department of Information Engineering, Univ. Padova
e-mail: giapi@dei.unipd.it

Timetable: 28 hrs. see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Enrollment: students must enroll in the course using the Enrollment Form on the PhD Program eLearning platform (requires SSO authentication).

Course requirements: The classical theory of functions of real variable: limits and continuity, differentiation and Riemann integration, infinite series and uniform convergence. The arithmetic of complex numbers and the basic properties of the complex exponential function. Some elementary set theory. A bit of linear algebra.

Examination and grading: Homework assignments and final test.

SSD: Information Engineering

Aim: The course is intended to give a survey of the basic aspects of functional analysis, machine learning, regularization theory and inverse problems.

Course contents:

References:
Heuristics for Mathematical Optimization

Prof. Domenico Salvagnin¹

¹ Department of Information Engineering, Padova
email: dominiqs@gmail.com - domenico.salvagnin@unipd.it

Timetable: 20 hrs. see https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Enrollment: students must enroll in the course using the Enrollment Form on the PhD Program eLearning platform (requires SSO authentication).

Course requirements: 
- Moderate programming skills (on a language of choice)
- Basics in linear/integer programming.

Examination and grading: Final programming project.

SSD: Information Engineering

Aim: Make the students familiar with the most common mathematical heuristic approaches to solve mathematical/combinatorial optimization problems. This includes general strategies like local search, genetic algorithms and heuristics based on mathematical models.

Course contents:
- Mathematical optimization problems (intro).
- Heuristics vs exact methods for optimization (intro).
- General principle of heuristic design (diversification, intensification, randomization).
- Local search-based approaches.
- Genetic/population based approaches.
- The subMIP paradigm.
- Applications to selected combinatorial optimization problems: TSP, QAP, facility location, scheduling.

References:
1. Gendreau, Potvin “Handbook of Metaheuristics”, 2010
Control of Multivariable Systems: 
A Geometric Approach

Prof. Andrea Serrani

The Ohio State University, USA
e-mail: serrani.1@osu.edu

Timetable: 20 hrs. see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Course requirements: A basic course in linear system theory and proficiency in linear algebra are required. Working knowledge in MATLAB/SIMULINK is needed for the design examples.

Examination and grading: Homework assignments and/or take-home final examination.

SSD: INF/01 Information Engineering

Aim: The goal of the course is to introduce the geometric theory of linear multivariable systems as a fundamental tool for the solution of relevant control problems, including disturbance rejection, non-interaction, fault detection and isolation, and tracking and regulation. Attention will be devoted to routines available in MATLAB for numerical implementation of the control algorithms presented in class. Design examples on a realistic model of an aerospace system will be introduced.

Course contents:

2. Systems Theory: Controllability, observability, compensator design.

References:

Elements of Deep Learning

Prof. Gian Antonio Susto

1Department of Information Engineering, Univ. Padova
e-mail: gianantonio.susto@dei.unipd.it

Timetable: 24 hrs. see on https://phd.dei.unipd.it/course-catalogues/

Enrollment: students must enroll in the course using the Enrollment Form on the PhD Program eLearning platform (requires SSO authentication).

Course requirements: Basics of Machine Learning and Python Programming.

Examination and grading: Final project.

SSD: Information Engineering

Aim: The course will serve as an introduction to Deep Learning (DL) for students who already have a basic knowledge of Machine Learning. The course will move from the fundamental architectures (e.g. CNN and RNN) to hot topics in Deep Learning research.

Course contents:

- Introduction to Deep Learning: context, historical perspective, differences with respect to classic Machine Learning.
- Feedforward Neural Networks (stochastic gradient descent and optimization).
- Convolutional Neural Networks.
- Neural Networks for Sequence Learning.
- Elements of Deep Natural Language Processing.
- Elements of Deep Reinforcement Learning.
- Unsupervised Learning: Generative Adversarial Neural Networks and Autoencoders.
- Laboratory sessions in Colab.
- Hot topics in current research.

References:


